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Abstract. Software systems are increasingly being built by integrating pre-
existing components developed by different, geographically distributed organi-
zations. Each component typically evolves independently over time, not only in 
terms of its functionality, but also in terms of its exposed interfaces and depend-
encies on other components. Given that those other components may also 
evolve, creating an application by assembling sets of components typically in-
volves managing a complex web of evolving dependencies. Traditional configu-
ration management systems assume a form of centralized control that simply 
does not suffice in these situations. Needed are new configuration management 
systems that span multiple organizations, operate in a distributed and decentral-
ized fashion, and help in managing the consistent evolution of independently 
developed, inter-related sets of components. A critical aspect of these new con-
figuration management systems is that they must respect the different levels of 
autonomy, privacy, and trust that exist among different organizations. In this 
paper, we introduce TWICS, an early example of such a new configuration 
management system. Key aspects of TWICS are that it maintains traditional 
configuration management functionality to support the development of individ-
ual components, but integrates policy-driven deployment functionality to sup-
port different organizations in evolving their inter-related components. 

1   Introduction 

Component-based software development has perhaps received the most attention of 
any kind of software development method to date [13,21]. Based on the premise of 
component reuse, the hypothesis is that application assembly out of pre-existing com-
ponents brings with it significant savings in terms of time and cost [26].  

While much effort has been put towards developing component technologies via 
which individual components can be implemented and subsequently assembled into 
applications (e.g., .NET [18], EJB [7], CORBA [17]), tool support for component-
based software development has lagged behind. Exceptions exist (e.g., design nota-
tions such as UML [20], component repositories such as ComponentSource [4], and 



composition environments such as Component Workbench [16]), but more often than 
not it is still assumed that existing tools suffice in their present incarnations. 

Configuration management systems suffer from this misperception. Although well 
equipped to support the needs of traditional software development, it has been recog-
nized that they do not meet the unique demands of component-based software devel-
opment [12,29]. The assumption of centralized control underlying current configura-
tion management systems is at the core of this problem. Since different components 
typically are developed by different organizations in different geographical locations, 
centralized control cannot be enforced. 

Needed is a new kind of configuration management system that explicitly supports 
component-based software development. Such a configuration management system 
must span multiple organizations, operate in a distributed and decentralized fashion, 
and help in managing the consistent evolution of independently developed, inter-
related sets of components. For a component producer, this means that the configura-
tion management system must support development and publication of components. 
For a component consumer, this means that the configuration management system 
must support the organization in obtaining components from other organizations, con-
trolling the local evolution of the obtained components independent from their remote 
schedules of new releases, and publishing its own components with appropriate docu-
mentation of their dependencies. In essence, the configuration management system 
must integrate traditional configuration management functionality with what is known 
as software deployment functionality: automatically publishing, releasing, and obtain-
ing components and their dependencies [10]. 

In this paper, we introduce TWICS (Two-Way Integrated Configuration manage-
ment and Software deployment), an early example of a configuration management 
system specifically designed to address component-based software development. 
TWICS is built as a layer on top of Subversion, an existing open source configuration 
management system that supports the traditional code development paradigm [24]. 
TWICS adds a component-oriented interface and wraps all the Subversion commands 
to operate on components as a whole rather than individual source files. Moreover, 
TWICS adds deployment functionality in the form of an interface through which the 
release of components and their dependencies can be controlled, and through which 
remote components can be downloaded and placed in the local repository. Finally, 
TWICS respects the different levels of autonomy, privacy, and trust that may exist 
among different organizations. To do so, it allows individual organizations to establish 
and enforce policies that govern such issues as to whether a component can be ob-
tained in binary or source form and whether a component may be redistributed by 
other organizations. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss a typi-
cal component-based software development scenario and illustrate the difficult issues 
that it poses for a traditional configuration management system. Section 3 provides a 
brief background on the disciplines of configuration management and software de-
ployment, which form the basis for our overall approach described in Section 4. Then, 
in Section 5, we describe the detailed capabilities of TWICS. We conclude with an 
outlook at our future work in Section 6. 



2   Example Scenario 

To exemplify the issues raised by component-based development for a traditional 
configuration management system, consider the scenario depicted in Figure 1. Grey 
boxes represent different organizations, ovals components developed by each organi-
zation, and arrows dependencies among the components. The organization SPELLONE, 
for example, develops two different components: SPELLCHECKER and 
DOCFORMATTER. The component SPELLCHECKER depends on the component 
DICTIONARY as developed by the organization GRAMMAR. The component 
DICTIONARY has no further dependencies, but the component SPELLCHECKER is used 
by the component DOC-PROCESSOR as developed by the organization POWERDOC. 
Many more component dependencies exist, creating an intricate web of distributed, 
inter-dependent components. Note the use of version identifiers: since each individual 
component evolves independently from the other components, dependencies must be 
on a per-version basis. 

A first challenge arises because some components may be available solely in binary 
format, some in source code format, and others maybe even in both. In the case of 
source code, an organization that obtains such a component may make some local 
modifications to the component. As newer versions of the component become avail-
able, the local changes must be carefully combined with the changes by the original 
developer in order not to lose any functionality. For example, POWERDOC may be 
using a locally modified version of GRAMMAR version 2.3. As GRAMMARCORP puts 
out a new version of the component, version 2.4, POWERDOC must obtain that new 
version, bring it into the local configuration management system, and ensure that its 
local changes are integrated in the new version. 

A second challenge arises when an organization decides to release its component. 
At that point, its dependencies on other components must be precisely documented 
such that anyone obtaining the component knows which other additional components 
it must obtain. In some cases, an organization may simply document the dependencies. 
In other cases, it may include the dependencies as part of its release. In yet other cases, 
a mixed approach may be followed. In all cases, however, it is critical that the de-
pendencies, which may be both direct and indirect, are precisely documented. In the 
case of POWERDOC, it has to include all of the dependencies of DOCPROCESSOR 2.1, 
which indeed spans all components by all four organizations in our example. Clearly, 
this is a non-trivial and error-prone task that often has to be performed manually. 

A third challenge arises when organizations have different trust policies between 
them. A component producer can choose to provide different types of access permis-
sions (source code access or binary access) and redistribution permissions for its com-
ponents to different component consumers. For example, GRAMMARCORP might be 
willing to share the source code of its DICTIONARY version 1.0 component with 
SPELLONE, but may be willing to provide only the binary of GRAMMAR version 2.3 
component to POWERDOC. On the other hand, GRAMMARCORP may be willing to 
allow redistribution of GRAMMAR version 2.3 by POWERDOC, but may not provide 
similar privileges to SPELLONE for DICTIONARY VERSION 1.0. Clearly, there should 
be a means for expressing such trust policies between companies and such policies 



must be incorporated as part of the component’s deployment package to ensure they 
are adhered to.  

 

The above challenges are summarized by the following four questions: 

� How can components that are developed by external organizations be effi-
ciently incorporated into the local development environment? 

� How can the remote evolution of those components and their influence on the 
locally developed software systems be controlled? 

� How can a component-based software system be effectively deployed as a 
consistent set of inter-related components? 

� How can the issues of autonomy, privacy, and trust of the various organiza-
tions be preserved throughout this process? 

 
While it is clear that the availability of a separate configuration management system 
and a separate software deployment system help in addressing these questions, we 
observe that a single system that integrates configuration management and software 
deployment functionality would be more desirable. Such a system, for example, can 
automatically place deployment information regarding which components were ob-
tained from which other organizations in the local configuration management system. 
That information can then be used to support the release of a component that depends 

Figure 1. Example Scenario of Component-Based Software Development. 



on those components. TWICS is such a system, and is specifically designed to support 
scenarios like these. 

3   Background 

TWICS builds upon work of two areas, namely configuration management and soft-
ware deployment. We discuss relevant contributions in each of these areas below. 

3.1   Configuration Management 

Many configuration management systems have been built to date [3,5]. All share the 
same basic goal: to manage the evolution of artifacts as they are produced in the soft-
ware life cycle. Most current configuration management systems still follow the 
model introduced by early systems such as RCS [23] and CVS [2]. Artifacts are lo-
cally stored in a repository, can be accessed and modified in a workspace, and, if 
modified, are stored back in the repository as a new version. To manage concurrent 
changes, either a pessimistic approach (locking) or an optimistic approach (merging 
[14]) is used. 

Two particular shortcomings of current configuration management systems make it 
difficult for these systems to support configuration management for component-based 
software. First, current configuration management systems are very much focused on 
managing files. While system models have been devised that operate at a higher-level 
of abstraction [8,9,27], principled use of these system models requires users to manu-
ally map them onto source code.  

The second shortcoming lies in the fact that current configuration management sys-
tems assume centralized control regarding the evolution of artifacts. Only two systems 
provide support for external components. The first, CM/Synergy [22], provides vendor 
code management for automatically incorporating new versions of source code from 
an external source. Similarly, auto bundle [6] supports the incorporation of external 
components in a local configuration management system and even supports packaging 
of a resulting set of components. 

Both systems are clearly a step in the right direction with respect to the problem of 
managing component-based software development. However, CM/Synergy only 
solves one aspect of the problem, namely the incorporation of other components into 
the local environment. Subsequent deployment is not supported. Similarly, auto bun-
dle assumes that only source code is shared among different organizations. Neither 
system addresses the different needs of autonomy, privacy, and trust as required by 
different collaboration policies. 



3.2   Software Deployment 

Software deployment is concerned with the post-development phase of a software 
product’s lifecycle [10]. In particular, a software deployment system typically sup-
ports the activities of packaging, releasing, installing, configuring, updating, and 
adapting (as well as their counterparts of unreleasing, uninstalling, etc.). Most soft-
ware deployment systems nowadays inherently support component-based software and 
handle dependencies among components. Popular examples of such systems are In-
stallShield [11], NetDeploy [15], and Tivoli [25]. 

For our purposes, however, most of these systems fall short in providing the neces-
sary functionality. In particular, dependencies must be manually specified, they often 
assume all components are released by a single organization, and they provide limited 
support for managing multiple versions of a single component. SRM [28], the Soft-
ware Dock [10], and RPM [1,19] are examples of systems that address these short-
comings. They explicitly support distributed and decentralized organization in releas-
ing their components, and also include support for managing different versions of 
those components. Unfortunately, these software deployment systems operate in a 
vacuum: they are not connected to a configuration management system. This is detri-
mental in two ways: (1) they cannot obtain components from the configuration man-
agement system to release them and (2) they cannot “install” components into the 
configuration management system to bring them into the development environment. 
As a result, much manual effort is still required. 

4   Approach 

The key insight underlying our approach is depicted in Figure 2. Rather than a tradi-
tional model in which a component is first developed in a configuration management 
system and then deployed using a separate software deployment system, our approach 
is based upon a model in which a single configuration management system integrally 
supports both the development of a component and its deployment to other organiza-
tions. This allows both types of functionality to take advantage of each other and pro-
vides users with a single, integrated solution. 

To support this integration, TWICS builds upon an existing configuration manage-

Figure 2. Traditional Separation of CM and Deployment Functionality versus TWICS. 



ment system, Subversion [24], and overlays it with functionality for explicitly manag-
ing and deploying components. In particular, as described in detail in the next section, 
TWICS organizes the configuration management repository in a component-based 
fashion and adds three extra modules for managing the resulting artifacts. 

� A producer package manager, which supports a developer in publishing a 
component; 

� A component publisher, which supports other organizations in downloading a 
component; and 

� A component downloader, which downloads a component and places it under 
local configuration management control. 

All these modules take into account the possibility of dependencies. Additionally, they 
collaborate in establishing and enforcing different trust policies as they exist among 
different organizations.  

The resulting architecture of TWICS is shown in Figure 3. The policies component 
plays a key role in this architecture. It contains the declarative data describing the trust 
policy of a particular organization. For instance, in case of the organization 
FIRSTFORMAT of Section 2, its policies component may state that the organization 
SPELLONE may download but not redistribute its components. Upon a download re-
quest, the component publisher consults the policies component to ensure that only 
trusted parties are able to download the components. 

Of note is that it cannot be expected that all organizations use the same configura-
tion management system (e.g., Subversion). TWICS is therefore built on top of a ge-
neric API (see Figure 4). Given a bridge from this API to a particular configuration 
management system, TWICS can operate on top of that configuration management 
system. We purposely kept the API small such that TWICS can easily be ported onto 
new CM systems. 

5   Implementation 

We have implemented a prototype version of TWICS according to the architecture 
described in Section 4. Below, we discuss each of the three major components in the 
architecture, namely the producer package manager, component publisher, and com-
ponent downloader. Before we do so, however, we first discuss how TWICS struc-
tures the normally unstructured repository of Subversion such that it provides a com-
ponent-based orientation. 

5.1   Repository Structure 

TWICS configures the repository structure of its underlying configuration manage-
ment system in such a way as to enable a transparent development and deployment of  



both internal and external components. The resulting repository structure is shown in 
Figure 5. TWICS partitions the available versioning space into two parts: a separate 
module called “TWICS”, in which it stores all the data pertaining to its own operation, 
and the remaining versioning space, in which actual development takes place. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Producer side API: 
// Method to create source and binary packages and place them on the TWICS side 
createComponent(String componentName, String componentVersion); 
// Method to add dependency and metadata information for a deployable package 
addMetaData(String componentName, String componentVersion); 
// Method to get the package to be deployed from the TWICS repository 
getPackage(String componentName, String componentVersion, String accessAl-
lowed, String redistributionPermissions); 
// Method to configure the CM repository to accommodate TWICS 
configureSVN( ); 

 
Consumer side API: 
// Method to deploy an  external component in the local TWICS repository 
putComponent(String componentName, String componentVersion); 
// Method to read the metadata of an external component and know its dependencies 
getMetaData(String componentName, String componentVersion); 

Figure 3. Architecture of TWICS. 

Figure 4. TWICS Internal API. 



To preserve integrity, users should not directly manipulate the TWICS part of the 
repository, but use the TWICS user interface instead. The remaining versioning space, 
however, can be manipulated at will, provided that users adhere to a naming scheme in 
which each Subversion module represents a component. 

The TWICS part of the repository serves as a controlled store for packaged compo-
nents. These components may have been developed locally, in which case they are 
stored for download by remote organizations. They may also have been developed 
remotely, in which case the controlled store serves as a staging area from which com-
ponents are unpacked and brought into the development side of the repository. Com-
ponents are stored as archives, and may be available as a source archive, a binary 
archive, or both. The metadata of a component is stored alongside the component 
itself, containing both data describing the component (e.g., name, version, authoring 
organization, dependencies) and data concerning the trust policy to be applied (e.g., 
organizations permitted to download the component, redistribution permissions). 

Using the native versioning mechanisms of Subversion, different versions of a 
component can be stored in the TWICS repository. This allows different versions of a 
locally developed component to be available for download, and furthermore supports 
an organization in obtaining and separating multiple versions of an externally devel-
oped component. 

Separating the TWICS repository from the actual development area helps to sepa-
rate the remote evolution of an external component from any local changes that may 
have been made. When a new version of such an external component is downloaded, 
placing it in the TWICS repository does not disturb any local development. At a later 
time, suitable to the local organization, can the remote changes be merged and inte-
grated into the local effort. 

Note that, under this scheme, different instances of TWICS in effect act as peers to 
each other. Each can simultaneously serve as an instance that makes components 
available to other instances and as an instance that downloads components from other 
instances. 

Figure 4. TWICS Internal API. 

Figure 5. TWICS Repository Structure. 



5.2 Producer package manager 

Once a component has been developed using normal configuration management pro-
cedures (e.g., using Subversion), it must be packaged and made available for release. 
To do so, a developer uses the TWICS producer package manager component. This 
component, shown in Figure 6, first requests some metadata from the developer de-
scribing the component. In particular, it requests the name and version of the compo-
nent to be released, the server to which it should be released (defaulted to the current 
configuration management repository), and any dependencies that the component may 
have on other components. After this information has been filled out, TWICS auto-
matically creates a source and a binary distribution for the component and places them 
on the TWICS side of the repository. Currently, TWICS assumes Java components 
and creates a package by automatically including source files in the source package 
and class files in the binary package. Future versions of TWICS will extend this capa-
bility significantly. 
 

                           
 
 

The second step that a developer must take is to attach a deployment policy to the 
newly released component. As shown in Figure 7, a developer can specify (on a per-
organization basis, if needed) the level of access and redistribution rights of outside 
organizations. This includes whether the component may be downloaded in source 

Figure 6.  Releasing a Component. 



and/or binary form as well as whether the component may be modified and/or redis-
tributed directly by the outside organization. Note that if redistribution is disallowed, 
the outside organization can still use the component and upon release of its own com-
ponents establish a remote dependency. 

 

 
 

5.3   Component Publisher 

Once the trust policy has been specified, the component is available to other organiza-
tions for download. The download process itself is governed by the component pub-
lisher component, whose sole responsibility is to make sure the consumer is allowed 
the request they are making. If not, the component cannot be downloaded. If the re-
quest can be granted, the component, along with its metadata, is shipped to the con-
sumer. 

5.4 Component Downloader 

The component downloader component eases the process of obtaining remotely devel-
oped components. Based on the input received from the user, the component 
downloader sends a deployment request to the producer of the requested component. If 
the user is indeed allowed to download the component, an archive will be received 
from the producer and placed on the TWICS side the configuration management re-
pository. After that, the component downloader checks the metadata of the component 
and automatically fetches any required dependencies. This process is performed recur-
sively, until all the dependencies are obtained and placed in the local environment. 
Note that if a component that is a dependency is already at the consumer site, it will 
not be downloaded again. 

After the components have been downloaded, TWICS supports a user in automati-
cally unpacking the archives and placing the components on the development side of 
the repository. From there on, a user can start using the components. 
Note that if a user locally modified a component for which they are now downloading 
a new version, TWICS currently requires them to manually integrate the two (perhaps 
with assistance from the standard merge routines in Subversion). While TWICS makes 

Figure 7.  Specifying Trust Policies. 



sure to not overwrite any changes, automated support for detecting and resolving these 
situations is certainly desired (see Section 5.5). 

5.5 Discussion 

TWICS is a work in progress. The prototype described above represents only the be-
ginnings of our efforts. While it demonstrates the basic feasibility of the idea of merg-
ing configuration management and software deployment functionality into a single 
system, functionality wise the system is still in its infancy. At the forefront of our 
efforts at improving TWICS are the following:  

Incorporate extensive deployment support. TWICS should leverage systems such as 
SRM [28], for automatically tracking and managing dependencies, and the Software 
Dock [10], for supporting the configuration of newly downloaded components. Cur-
rently, those tasks have to be performed by hand, which is cumbersome and time con-
suming. 

Support the specification and enforcement of advanced trust policies. At the mo-
ment, our use of the word “trust” is somewhat overstated given the simplicity of the 
policies involved. In future, we plan to extend TWICS to incorporate support for 
specifying, in much more detail, the particular relationships between different organi-
zations. Additionally, we will enhance the TWICS infrastructure to guarantee the 
desired properties. At present, for example, a consumer can circumvent a “do not 
redistribute” mandate by taking a component out of the configuration management 
repository and storing it under a different name. Such functionality should be disal-
lowed. 

Enhance the packager and unpackager components. Currently, these components 
have limited functionality and make a number of simplifying assumptions. We would 
like to enhance the packager by providing a user interface for creating rules according 
to which files should be chosen to be incorporated in a package. Similarly, we would 
like to enhance the unpackager by incorporating some tracking support that: (a) main-
tains the version number originally assigned by the component producer, (b) detects if 
the consumer has made any local changes, and (c) automatically integrates the new 
version with any local changes. 

6   Conclusion 

TWICS represents a first attempt at building a configuration management system that 
addresses the problem of managing the evolution of distributed, inter-related compo-
nents. Set in the world of decentralized collaborating organizations, TWICS supports 
component-based software development via an integrated configuration management 
and software deployment system that establishes bi-directional communication among 
the organizations that produce components and the organizations that consume those 
components. A key aspect of TWICS is that it treats producers and consumers in the 
same way, and that its underlying repository structure is the same for both. In effect, 



producers and consumers serve as peers to one another in a distributed, loosely cou-
pled, federated configuration management repository. 

Although TWICS is a limited prototype, it is worth noting that it provides an an-
swer to each of the questions posed in Section 2. By incorporating deployment func-
tionality directly in the configuration management system, components that are devel-
oped by external organizations can be brought into the local development environ-
ment. By providing a controlled store separate from the development versioning space, 
the remote evolution of components is separated from their local evolution. By sup-
porting the specification of dependencies and always maintaining the metadata along-
side a component, a component-based software system can be effectively deployed. 
And finally, by establishing trust policies among the different configuration manage-
ment repositories participating in a federation, we can address the autonomy, privacy, 
and trust issues that are key to effectively provide configuration management for de-
centralized component-based software development. We intend to continue develop-
ing TWICS to further address these questions.  
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